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Rail sector job board RBD Rail Recruiter is now approaching its tenth month – and following a hectic 2022,
the new year shows no signs of a slowdown, with new recruiters sharing a wide range of fresh jobs on the
platform.

The team also launched sister job board FM recruiter in late 2022, and it has been full steam ahead on
both platforms ever since. FM Recruiter is already advertising more than 10,000 jobs from across the
facilities management sector and has a growing number of candidate registrations.

Managing director Dean Bruce said: “We had expected the job boards to be relatively quiet over the
Christmas period, but this was not the case. Apart from Christmas Day and Boxing Day, we continued to
see good candidate numbers throughout the festive period and since we have returned to work in the new
year, we have seen significant numbers of new jobs being posted.

“Our recruiter numbers continue to increase, too, and we have more than 30 recruiters currently active on
RBD Rail Recruiter. They are offering a huge range of rail opportunities from construction jobs to project
management jobs and from track work roles to engineering jobs. We are also seeing opportunities for IT
professionals, commercial specialists and sales professionals in rail businesses. This is why we recently
added a new IT segment to the platform.

https://news.railbusinessdaily.com/get-your-recruitment-on-the-right-track/
https://www.rbdrailrecruiter.com/


“The rail jobs market continues to be difficult for many employers; candidate numbers are still low in
comparison to the number of jobs available for certain positions. This is why RBD Rail Recruiter continues
to work closely with railbusinessdaily.com to extend the reach of our clients’ jobs beyond the platform
itself. This unique proposition clearly differentiates us from other job board providers, which is necessary in
the current market.”

2023 has also seen the launch of a special offer from facilities management job board FM recruiter. For the
month of January, recruiters can purchase 60 standard 30-day job credits for just £900., These credits can
be used any time up until the end of June 2023.

Dean Bruce said: “Following the huge success of RBD Rail Recruiter, we are keen to grow the FM sector via
our new job board FM recruiter. Our aspiration is to become the go-to place for all FM jobs and job seekers
and to make this possible we need to make the platform accessible to as many people as possible.

“Although the January offer represents a huge discount, we want as many recruiters as possible to try out
the platform and to see how it can find help to deliver talent for their business.”

Any organisations operating in either the rail sector, the FM sector or both can speak to the team about
their recruitment needs by contacting Louise@rbdrailrecruiter.com or by calling Louise on 01924 667939.
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